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We take you and your work seriously. When 
you pursue a BFA at Maine College of Art & 
Design, you benefit from an unparalleled 
interdisciplinary approach. That means you 
maintain access to studios, mediums, and 
techniques outside of your major to let you  
experiment, cross-pollinate your approach, 
and grow into the path that fits you. 

Each class and facility at our College is  
designed to open doors for you and prepare 
you for what lies ahead. This includes a  
critique culture that reviews your work  
with clarity and honesty to make your time 
with expert faculty constructive. Our  
curriculum also gives you opportunities to 
apply for and participate in exhibitions  
and professional portfolio reviews. 

Interdisciplinary  
Approach
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Foundation 
Year
Foundation is the operative word throughout your first 

year at the College. That is because you are entering 

into a rare, crucial moment in your life that is primed 

for experimentation and discovery. At the end of this 

year, you will choose the path you will follow to your 

ongoing success at Maine College of Art & Design.

Our Foundation program gives first-year  
students an in-depth experience in  
composition. You develop a vocabulary of  
art and design’s core terms. This is the  
information that will guide you as you grow  
in your understanding of how form is  
created and analyzed. Along the way, you will 
also learn to combine and advance your skills.

During your first year, you have the  
opportunity to engage with all our  
majors and competencies available to you  
at the College through courses such as:
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2D Design
Two-Dimensional Design  

investigates the organization  

of form and color on a flat  

surface or a two-dimensional 

space to produce meaning and 

expression. This course  

concentrates on composition  

and design aiming to equip  

students with the ability to 

create and discuss work with 

intention and precision.

3D Materiality 
In this course students  

explore combinations of  

materiality, including:  

Ceramics & Woodworking;  

Ceramics & Metals; Sculpture  

& Metals; Sculpture & Textiles; 

and Textile & Woodworking.

Foundations of Digital Imaging 
Choose one of three possible 

sections: Digital Imaging &  

Fabrication; Painting & Drawing; 

or, Digital Photography.

Studio Elective
In your spring semester, you 

will have the chance to choose 

a course that aligns with the 

methods and materails that 

interest you the most. 

Introduction to Drawing 
This course introduces drawing 

from observation, including 

techniques for measurement, 

contour, mass, volume, and 

value. With a focus on  

compositional skills such as 

placement and figure/ground 

relationships, students are 

encouraged to explore vine 

charcoal, compressed charcoal, 

stamp, and india ink. Subject 

matter includes still life, interior, 

landscape, and the figure.

4D Space and Temporality
This course focuses on process, 

not product. You will cultivate  

an understanding of design,  

composition, and the body  

within time and space.

Research & Inquiry  
(Studio + Academic)
Students are immersed in a 

self-directed studio/research 

project that combines Academic 

Studies and Foundation to give 

them the research and critical 

thinking skills needed to take 

their practice to the next level.

English Composition
English Composition is the  

study of fundamental reading 

and writing concepts and skills. 

Reading comprehension,  

grammar, the writing process, 

citing sources, and writing 

effectively to communicate ideas 

are topics usually covered within 

English Composition classes.
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Majors
Our majors are designed to give you the tools  

you need to build a sustainable practice.  

Our interdisciplinary approach will give you a  

broad range of skills to develop your voice  

and visual language. 
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Recognized in 2022 by Animation Career Review  

as the #1 school in the state for Animation and  
Game Art, our program will help you develop  

a robust studio practice through the production  

of works across a range of traditional and  

emerging media.

Animation  
& Game Art



Animation  
& Game Art

Learn the language and nuance of animated  

storytelling through core animation principles and 

the fundamentals of cinematic storytelling. Develop 

your expertise in industry-standard workflows  

using the tools and technologies of contemporary  

animation and game art production.
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The studio: 
Shared workstations include 

a mix of PCs (Surface studios, 

Lenovo Yogas, Dell desktops)  

and iMacs paired with large  

Cintiq drawing tablets; access  

to Blender; Substance Painter; 

Toonboom Harmony; Toonboom 

Storyboard Pro; Dragonframe; 

Unity; Unreal Engine; Adobe 

Creative Suite; large and  

small stop-motion units to 

accommodate both short-term 

exercises and dedicated space  

for long-term projects; DSLR  

cameras; geared head tripods; 

LED cinema lights; and stop- 

motion animation rigs.

Animation & Game Art majors 

each have their own private   

studios during their third  

and fourth years with 24/7  

studio access. 

Sample courses:

Storyboarding for Animation

Character Design

Character Animation

Production Lab 

Design for Animation  
& Games

2D Game Design

Rigging & Setup for 3D  

Computer Animation

Stop-Motion & FX

3D Modeling, Animation  

& Texturing



Our program is designed on the premise that 
in order to effectively tell a story, animators 
must understand: screenwriting, character 
development, cinematic structure, narrative, 
and composition. Our award-winning faculty, 
including Program Chair Adam Fisher and new 
Assistant Professor Adam deGrandis ’05, bring 
deep experience in the industry to help you do 
just that.

Perhaps most importantly, however,  
animators coming out of our program are  
able to effectively convey the emotions and 
motivations of a character by mastering skills 
in drawing, modeling, timing, and gesture.

Animation & Game Art majors have the  
opportunity to engage in a wide exploration  
or deep-dive into one of the many aspects of  
the craft. Students study historical and  
contemporary animation, game art, film, art, 
and storytelling to gain extensive skills in 
handmade and digital production methods. 

The program’s dual emphasis on  
developing both individual exploration  
and collaborative practices prepares graduates  
for lifelong personal and professional  
creative practice. Potential internships and  
professional studio courses prepare students 
to competitively enter the professional  
marketplace. Our alumni have gone on to  
join major studios around the country or  
start their own successful animation studios,  
building careers as filmmakers, Emmy- 
winners, game creators, video editors, 3D  
modelers and 3D artists, puppet fabricators, 
mold makers, effects animators, and more. 
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Ceramics



Ceramics
Ceramics is a hybrid medium: it embraces a  

range of formal principles from two- and three- 

dimensional design, as well as the concerns of  

sculptural and functional art making. These complex 

interrelationships help define the contemporary  

dynamic of the medium. 
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The studio:  

Thirty electric wheels; six  

electric kilns; two test kilns;  

two downdraft gas car kilns; 

a downdraft front loading gas 

kiln; an indoor Raku kiln;  

an indoor soda kiln; as well as 

rooms for clay mixing; glaze 

mixing; and mold-making.

Ceramics majors each have their 

own private studios during their 

third and fourth years with 24/7  

studio access. 

Sample courses:

Ceramics Handbuilding

Ceramics Throwing

Figurative Ceramics

Glaze Chemistry & Kiln Firing 

Tableware

All About Surface

Slip Casting & Press Molding

Majors Studio



From making clay to formulating glazes to 
building and firing kilns, Ceramics students 
here partner with faculty to learn about and 
experiment with: ways three-dimensional 
forms address space with balance, stance,  
profile, symmetry and asymmetry, rhythm, 
movement, and scale; formal issues of the 
vessel—inside/outside relationships of form, 
volume, and surface; relationships between 
form and function; the importance of  
craftsmanship and attention to detail; color 
relationships and the effect of glazes and slips 
upon the surface of form; how to orchestrate 
drawing and painting on three-dimensional 
forms; traditional and contemporary practices 
of ceramics; and self-directed bodies of work  
presented in a Senior Thesis Exhibition. 

We recently welcomed interdisciplinary  
American artist Patrick Coughlin, who has  
exhibited work in China, Italy, and Japan to 
our team of talented faculty. “In Patrick we are 
thrilled to have found the rare educator who is 
firmly grounded in contemporary design and 
production, the deep history of ceramics, and 
fine arts practice,” explained Ian Anderson, 
Vice President of Academic Affairs & Dean of  
the College.

Courses like Clay and Glaze Chemistry,  
Introduction to the Discipline, Craft Seminar, 
and Professional Practices augment the studio 
classes and provide an in-depth, well-rounded 
education geared toward a professional career.
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There are two essentials of graphic design you need  

to know: how to turn an idea into a compelling  
visual message & what you can bring to the message 
as a maker.

Graphic   
Design



As a Graphic Design major—listed as the #1 program 
in the state in 2022 by Animation Career Review—you 

will learn how to give concepts their most resonant 

voice, how to analyze and understand your audience, 

and how to effectively use the visual languages of 

type, image, and context to enhance meaning.

Graphic   
Design
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The studio:  
Risograph machine with  

five color drums; guillotine;  

28” Epson fine art printer;  

perfect binder; spiral binder;  

bookbinding tools; and  

light tables.

Graphic Design majors each  

have their own private studios 

during their third and fourth 

years with 24/7 studio access. 

Sample courses:

Branding & Visual Systems

Perpetual Play

Letterform Design

Typography I & II

Information Design

Type Design

Interactive Design

History of Graphic Design

Independent Projects 

Our collaborative faculty of practicing  
professionals believe that experiences  
combining graphic design with other 
creative disciplines make for a stronger,  
more versatile graphic designer. 

The team recently welcomed two new  
faculty: Zenab Bastawala is an award-winning 
typographer, type designer/speaker, educator, 
and sign collector. Peter Alfano has produced 
award-winning design and animation for BBC, 
Google, Apple, Nike, World Science Festival, 
TED, AIGA, A&E, and Nickelodeon. Alfano’s work 
spans television, film, installation, web,  
mobile, and print media, and he has been 
honored by the Type Directors Club, Broadcast 
Design Awards, and the Art Directors Club.

The Graphic Design curriculum emphasizes 
communication design as an interdisciplinary 
field—building skills across many forms  
of analog and digital media: letterforms and 
typography, interactivity, motion, narrative, 
branding, publication, and information  
design. During your studies here, your  
techniques and design processes will evolve 
into an individual approach that will form  
the foundation of your professional practice.

Our state-of-the-art setting parallels a  
professional studio to familiarize students  
to the rhythm and mindset of graphic  
design after college.
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Whether there is a story to be told, a problem to  

be solved, or a point of view to be expressed—  

the illustrator provides the vision.

Our Illustration program—named among the top  

programs in the country by Animation Career Review 

in 2022—encourages you to work independently,  

but learn under the close guidance of award-winning  

professionals in the field. Ours is an intimate and 

intensive course of study that combines artistic rigor 

with real world experience. 

Illustration



Illustration
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The studio: 
10 Wacom tablets; light tables; 

flatfiles; large scanningbed; 

Risography machine with five 

color drums; 28” Epson printer.

Illustration majors each have 

their own private studios during 

their third and fourth years with 

24/7 studio access. 

Sample courses:

Introduction to the Discipline

Intro to Ink for Illustrators

Methods & Media in  
Illustration

Portrait Drawing in Illustration: 
People & Animals

Motion Graphics & Animation

Setting the Scene

Illustration in Context

The Graphic Novel

Experimental Illustration



We are deeply rooted in fundamental artistic 
skills, where you can learn to think critically 
and develop concepts, narratives, and settings  
to create unique and individual imagery.  
We foster deep research skills to help  
majors become dextrous in working on any  
assignment about any subject. We work to  
ensure that students can clearly articulate 
their work and process to find solutions that 
go above and beyond the obvious choices.

As an Illustration major, you will graduate 
with a strong foundation and understanding 
of the current illustration industry and  
its professional practices, as well as its  
broad history.

The Illustration faculty bring their daily  
practice of business, craft, concept, and  
aesthetics to their teaching. As illustrators  
and educators, they teach and present  
current experiences from their own specific 
fields of illustration. As a whole, the faculty  
emphasize the need for a practice that  
includes editing and refinement along with 
research and informed solutions, including 
ways to incorporate student’s interests and 
individuality.
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Metalsmithing 
& Jewelry
From your very first metals and jewelry class,  

you will start to develop a grounding in traditional 

craftsmanship and visual sensitivity. You will begin  

to view metal as a plastic, malleable, seductive  

material. Your studio—your own bench—will be  

your home. 



Metalsmithing 
& Jewelry
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The studio: 
Torches for casting and soldering 

ranging in size from mini to  

extra large; three enameling 

kilns and a large variety of  

vitreous enamels; a powder  

coating system; a heavy-duty 

lathe; handheld flex shafts and 

drill presses; large straight  

and curved shear; lapidary 

equipment including cabbing 

wheels, flat laps, and stone 

saws; draw horse; wide variety 

of anvils, stakes, and shaping 

mandrels; equipment for vacuum 

and centrifugal casting; buffing 

wheels; small forge; sandblaster, 

bandsaw; belt sander; hydraulic 

press; and our Fabrication Lab.

Metalsmithing & Jewelry  

majors each have their own 

private studios during their  

third and fourth years with 24/7 

studio access. 

Sample courses:

Expressive Nature of Stone

Special Topics: The Table

Special Topics: Casting

Independent Projects

Metalsmithing & Jewelry I & II 

Challenged and supported by artist-educators, 
who are as passionate about teaching as they 
are about their own studio practices, you will:
achieve the technical skills of soldering,  
fabrication, forming, raising, finishing, and 
fine goldsmithing in non-ferrous metals; learn 
the art of enameling, lapidary, and casting, 
and the language of the multiple; translate 
traditional skills into unexpected materials 
like wood, marble, plastics, and resin; link 
unorthodox connections to expand your craft; 
continue the tradition of holloware; and take 
your technical skills to an entirely new level 
by grappling with theory and entering the  
dialogue on craft as both noun and verb.

Jewelry majors have access to unparalleled 
facilities, equipment, and space to bring their 
visions to life. Our facilities are equipped  
for both jewelry making and traditional  
hollowware to ensure your path is supported 
with everything you need to succeed. 
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Painting



As a Painting major, you will discover and give  

form to what inspires you in an environment that 

supports your creative process and ideas. You will 

gain a deep understanding of the fundamentals as 

well as more experimental and interdisciplinary 

approaches to develop a vibrant, sustainable and 

self-directed studio practice.

Painting
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The studio: 
Individual storage space for  

work and materials; shared  

critique/work space; easels,  

work tables, digital projectors, 

sanders, drills, brad guns, clamps 

and a compound miter saw 

named Grant Wood.

Painting majors each have their 

own private studios during their 

third and fourth years with 24/7 

studio access. 

Sample courses:

Foundations in Painting

Introduction to the Discipline

Figure Painting

Painting from Perception  
into Imagination

Hybrid Painting as  
Contemporary Practice

Independent Projects

Water Media

The painting curriculum is designed to 
strengthen your ability to make, as well as to 
read, write, think, and speak about your work. 

Learn to choose appropriate techniques,  
tools, materials, and formal design language  
to develop visual vocabulary in service  
of content; manipulate fundamental  
painting techniques and brushwork effects 
(e.g., glazing, scumbling, staining, impasto,  
blending and dry brush); maintain a  
disciplined studio practice; participate  
in independent and group critical discourse;  
gain a comprehensive understanding of  
historical and contemporary painting,  
and familiarity with topical issues of  
contemporary art; develop a self-directed  
body of work that you can present in relation 
to historical, cultural and personal contexts; 
leave prepared with the best practices for 
maintaining and advancing your work. 

Our experienced Painting faculty will work 
closely with you to ensure you have all  
of the cognitive and technical skills needed  
for advanced practice—creating painting  
supports and grounds, studio setup, care  
and maintenance of tools and materials, 
awareness of standard safety procedures,  
hazardous materials, and the environmental 
hazards inherent in painting—while you  
establish an aesthetic voice, approach, and 
perspective that is uniquely yours. 
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Photography



Photography
By majoring in Photography, you gain skills to  

develop, edit, and sequence a self-directed body of 

work and articulate ideas within both historical  

and contemporary contexts.
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The studio: 
Two traditional darkrooms  

(one for beginners and one for  

advanced users), 28 enlargers  

for printing from film (including 

enlargers for 35mm, medium  

and large format negatives), 

equipment for creating gelatin 

silver mural prints, and an  

individual film processing  

room for large format film and 

color film. 

Photography majors have their 

own private space during their 

third and fourth years with 24/7 

studio access. 

Sample courses:

Silver & Ink  

Documentary Methods

Color Photography

Alternative Processes

Commercial Photography

Directorial Photo & the  
Sculptural Image

Each semester, you will participate in  
courses that thoughtfully balance  
traditional and contemporary lessons. For  
example, Spring semester students may  
have dedicated time in the digital darkroom  
working on new color technology while also 
diving into the historical evolution of the 
artform with a course built for experimenting 
with tintypes, kallitypes, platinum &  
palladium, salt prints, etc. This intentional 
juxtaposition in coursework helps broaden 
your understanding of the artform while 
empowering you with the highest level of  
contemporary technique.

During your study, you can check-out an  
assortment of digital mirrorless DSLR, 35mm, 
120mm, and large format cameras. Our digital  
output lab includes a range of large format 
Epson printers, 27” calibrated monitors and  
18 Mac studio computers, and flatbed and  
tray fed film scanners.



Part of what makes this College so special 
is our scale, which helps ensure every student 
has ample access to the tools, facilities, and 
teachers. Paths vary based on the interests  
of our students as they finish up the program. 
Some become exhibiting artists and join the 
gallery/museum world, while others find  
work as commercial photographers, editors,  
or filmmakers. Others still have gone on  
to continue honing their art at graduate  
school. Internships and paid photography  
opportunities are available even before  
graduation through Artists at Work. 
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Printmaking



Printmaking

Whether you are most passionate about mark- 

making, gesture, narrative story-telling, abstraction, 

information dissemination, culture changing, or any 

combination of those pursuits, Printmaking offers 

equal opportunity empowerment. Our Printmaking 

department embraces the newest technology while 

stewarding legacy technologies that are just as, or 

even more, relevant today than when first invented.

Printmaking is as much a mindset as it is a  

collection of media and techniques. Since one’s 

marks are often delivered to a surface like paper or 

fabric with the help of a mediating element (e.g., a 

plate, screen, or block of hand-set type), print offers 

opportunities to create in a non-pressurized  

manner. You may find the expansiveness of  

intermediary space lets you breathe, experiment,  

and ultimately yields both one-of-a-kind works and 

the capacity to iterate as images and ideas develop.
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The studio: 
Large studios with natural  

light overlooking Casco Bay; 

emphasis on low and non-toxic 

materials and methods; screen 

print facility with exposure  

unit and darkroom for photo  

processes; a lithography area 

with two large Takach presses 

and a mid-size Rembrandt, with 

a large selection of Bavarian 

limestones that offer a unique 

surface artists have historically 

compared to “drawing on an 

eggshell”; intaglio presses large, 

medium and small; fumeless 

facilities for etching copper  

and zinc; relief printing  

(woodcut and linoleum);  

monotype printing; a letterpress 

studio including an iron hand 

press; a manual vandercook 

press; three sign presses; three 

clamshell presses, seven banks  

of metal and wood type;  

digital workstation, software, 

and scanner for photo print 

processes; and color and b&w 

archival digital printing  

equipment.

Printmaking majors each have 

their own private studios during 

their third and fourth years with 

24/7 studio access. 

Sample courses:

Intro to Printmaking Techniques

Artist PUBLICations

Introduction to the Discipline

Intaglio Printmaking I & II

The Book as Visual Object

Be Fruitful & Multiple:  
The Well-Fed Artist

Selling Out: Making Money  
Marketing Multiples

Silkscreen: The Mobile Studio

You will develop and grow technical  
skills, material sensibilities, and a formal  
understanding of the history of print as  
both a fine art form and an important vehicle 
for vernacular culture, social dissent, and  
cultural identity. Printmaking lets you put 
words and images into the world to educate, 
protest, and effect positive change. 

Students learn and utilize screen printing; 
relief methods such as woodcut and  
linoleum; stone and plate lithography;  
intaglio processes such as etching, drypoint, 
and mezzotint; photo and digital print  
processes; laser-cutting; CNC routing and 
drawing; and 3D printing. 

Through an emphasis on research and  
iteration, you will follow the throughlines  
of your ideas to make meaningful connections 
with other makers and thinkers. When you 
graduate, you leave with the technical and 
professional practice skills needed to generate, 
promote, and distribute your work. 

Our alumni develop the means of making 
work wherever they are and regardless of  
access to specialized equipment. You might 
decide to create your own unique and  
editioned works, develop a collaborative  
and/or civically engaged practice, or use your 
knack for communal creativity in a way that  
is uniquely yours. Wherever your path leads,  
you will be connected to a network of  
community partners, alumni, and artists eager 
to help with internships, exhibitions, and  
special projects.
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Sculpture

The Sculpture major is a transdisciplinary  

department where space is the material of inquiry.  

As a student you will explore the relationships  

between material, technique, process, scale, and  

context; while learning the skills needed to  

articulate your work both visually and verbally.

This program gives you an opportunity to work in 

an impressive array of materials and processes that 

range from video installation to performance,  

bronze/ aluminum/ copper casting, wood  

assemblage, welding, mold making and plaster  

casting, soft sculpture, sound and kinetic  

sculpture; to a variety of specialized courses  

in prosthetic make-up, stone carving, and  

figure modeling.



Sculpture
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The studio:
Wood shop: SawStop table saws; 

miter saws; bandsaws;  

chainsaws; skill saws; drill 

presses; hammer drills; belt/

disc sanders; angle grinders, die 

grinders; wire brush grinder; 

and, other hand tools

Metal shop: MIG welder;  

TIG welder; arc welder; oxy- 

acetylene welder; spot welder; 

plasma cutter; Ellis bandsaw; 

metal chop saw; sand blasting; 

propane forge; coal forge; sand 

casting; and foundry

a/v: 27” iMacs with Logic, Adobe 

suite, and DaVinci Resolve; 

multiple video projectors; sound 

equipment; media players; digital 

audio and video recorders; and 

DSLR cameras

Other construction tools: plaster/

mold-making studio; installation 

rooms; spray booth; industrial 

sewing machines; investment 

burnout kiln; Speedy Melt 

foundry furnace (240lb bronze 

capacity); crucibles for bronze, 

copper & aluminum; electric 

hoist; ladders; and, outdoor tools 

for site work

Sculpture majors each have their 

own private studios during their 

third and fourth years with 24/7  

studio access. 

Sample courses:

The Sculptural Imagination:  
Wood, Steel & Foundry  
Practices

The Expressive Figure

Color Form & Space

Machines & Linkages

Junior & Senior Major Studios

Sculpture in Context:  
Installation, Multiples, Land Art    

Phantom Limb: The Art of  
Transformational Identity

The Sculpture Department offers many  
opportunities to find new ways to express 
yourself—technically, creatively, and  
conceptually. Our faculty emphasize critical 
thinking and writing exercises to help you 
communicate your visions with confidence, 
while gaining insight into the discipline of 
sculpture from a historical and contemporary 
perspective. 

Our diverse and experienced faculty and staff 
are composed of practicing and exhibiting 
artists who are consistently showing their 
work worldwide. They will guide you along 
as you build technical skills across a range of 
methods and processes, and do the hard work 
of critically assessing/communicating the 
conceptual and formal aesthetics of your own 
work and the work of others. The exchange of 
ideas with your peers, faculty, visiting artists, 
and the local arts community will challenge 
you to advance your journey towards  
becoming a professional artist and an  
explorer of visual culture.

You will leave the program able to interpret 
and articulate contemporary modes of  
creating sculpture within your selected  
medium or practice in a way that you need  
to as a professional artist and creative  
problem solver.
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Textile &  
Fashion Design



Textile &  
Fashion Design

In the Textile & Fashion Design major, you will  

create fabrics from the ground up and build works  

of art both on and off the body. Students study areas  

of textile expertise including weaving, knitting,  

textile printing, and dyeing while they develop a 

deep understanding of draping, drafting, garment 

design, construction, and collection development. 
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The studio:  
Textile printing facilities with 

darkroom, industrial sewing 

machines, industrial sergers  

and specialty sewing machines, 

knitting machines, large  

format floor looms, professional  

dress forms, digital textile plotter 

printer, dyeing facilities, and

outdoor dye garden.

Textile & Fashion Design majors 

each have their own private  

studios during their third and 

fourth years with 24/7 studio 

access. 
 

Sample courses:

Introduction to Textiles

Introduction to Fashion & Apparel  

Fashion & Apparel: Character

Surface Design

Machine Knitting

Weaving

Collection Development

Constructed Textile

Major Studios I, II, III & IV

In Textile & Fashion Design, you’ll join  
students interested in becoming engaged 
makers through an inclusive study of history, 
sustainability, and materiality. Unique to our 
program, you develop skills to both design 
garments as well as the material used to make 
the garment. You have the ability to develop 
the direction of your study throughout  
the major; whether that path leads you to  
designing garments, knitwear, weaving,  
textile design, textile art, or all of the above. 

You hone these professional skills while  
developing a unique body of work through  
access to professional facilities and  
internships opportunities. Our Textile &  
Fashion Design major is where you are  
united with others who hold a shared desire 
to make a difference through the work they 
create. We focus on helping our students 
develop creative capacity while also gaining 
career-ready skills in textiles and fashion. 
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Learn about the expressive nature of three- 

dimensional form. Master the art of taking an  

idea from conception to completion. From history 

and theory to contemporary design and practice,  

this major will give you the tools you need to build 

upon the deep tradition of woodworking, rooted  

in New England crafts.

Woodworking & 
Furniture Design



Woodworking & 
Furniture Design
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The studio:  
Precision Italian machinery; 
CNC routers, band saws, mortise, 
lathe, drill presses, jointers,  
routers, sanders, Lie Nielsen 
hand planes, Festool hand tools,  
SawStop table saws

Woodworking & Furniture  

Design majors each have their 

own private studios during their 

third and fourth years with 24/7  

studio access. 

Sample courses:

Introduction to Woodworking

CURViture

Models & Mockups

Wood Joinery I & II

The Woodworking & Furniture Design major 
is where you begin a career in the expressive 
nature of three-dimensional form and master 
the art of taking an idea from conception to 
completion. 

Our curriculum focuses on a balance between 
traditional and contemporary approaches. You 
will learn how to obtain and prepare your  
lumber/raw materials (materials used here 
promote environmental sustainability) and 
then get creative with steaming, bending, 
planing, and joinery, using both hand tools 
and specialized machinery. You get around- 
the-clock access to our state-of-the-art 
wood studio.

Our accomplished faculty, including Program 
Chair Matt Hutton (who owns STUDIO 24b), 
practice what they teach and can help you 
understand the career from all angles. The 
knowledge and connections you make here 
will prepare you to help lead the next  
generation of talented wood designers and 
craftspeople.

Each year, students in good academic  
standing who are majoring in Woodworking  
& Furniture Design have scholarship  
opportunities through our Anne Honeywell 
Orr Memorial Endowed Scholarship,  
established by a leadership gift from Kathryn 
A. Yates, Chair of the Board of Trustees for  
the College. 
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Minors



Minors
Our minors are designed to supplement your studies 

in ways that support your interests and gives you an 

edge in your professional pursuits.
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Design your interdisciplinary approach to a fully-realized, sustainable 
artistic practice. In the Art & Entrepreneurship minor, you develop  
the skills you need to launch and scale a business or other creative  
enterprise. You will work alongside our faculty members and  
professionals from other communities who have achieved their  
own definition of success. This burgeoning minor responds to  
contemporary creative culture and encompasses experiential courses, 
client-based projects, workshops, a self-designed internship, and  
offers opportunities to engage with community partners in ways that 
help you transform any pursuit or concept into a lifestyle of your 
choice upon graduation.

Art & 
Entrepreneurship 



History shapes our perspectives, ideas, and creations. To be intentional 
about what you create as an artist or designer requires an examination 
of the biases and ideas formed over time and throughout different  
cultures. Art History will help you understand those historical and 
social contexts with critical thinking tools. As you begin to learn more 
about Art History, you open the ability to identify and rethink your 
assumptions and strengthen your own creative work. You will leave 
the program competent in both Western and non-Western art history, 
ranging from ancient to contemporary art.

Art History

Through our Music minor you will expand your understanding of 
sound and sight while creating new forms and relationships along the 
way. This program works in tandem with the College’s rigorous  
visual arts to foster interdisciplinary exploration that lets you cross  
traditional boundaries as musicians, performers, sound artists, artists, 
and thinkers. The Music minor is sponsored through a generous donation 
from the Bob Crewe Foundation.

Music
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With a focus on the discipline of drawing through this minor, you  
will be able to expand your understanding and explore your personal 
relationship to this wide ranging discipline in great depth. Drawing  
is both foundational and at the very furthest reaches of advanced  
practice. Drawing permeates all disciplines; sometimes as a  
preparatory activity and sometimes a finished product. Our minor 
explores the ever-widening variety of possibilities that have redefined 
the role of drawing in the contemporary art and design worlds, and 
gives you the space to develop your own capabilities into this vital, 
autonomous art form.

Drawing 

Often, normative ideas of “nature,” race, and sexuality are solidified  
by reference to what is thought to be natural or naturally beautiful.  
Maybe you are somewhere between the two: fearful of the climate  
crisis, but passionate about what we can learn from environmental 
justice and practices of sustainability. SEAD employs an environmental 
justice perspective; which means we consider issues such as housing 
justice, migrant justice, and decolonization as central to thinking  
about the environment. Research from SEAD is material to be used 
alongside your studio practice. Starting in the 2022-23 academic  
year, the SEAD minor offered four new courses for participating  
undergraduate students, including: Place & Protest: Dialectical  
Landscapes—R. Smithson to Black Lives Matter; Sculpture in Context:  
Installation, Multiples, Land Art; Surface Design; and, Climate Crisis. 

Sustainable  
Ecosystems: Art 
and Design (SEAD)



In the Public Engagement minor, you will gain hands-on experience 
addressing needs in our local community while learning the methods 
that empower artists and designers to effect change. You develop  
an understanding of how to initiate, build, and maintain mutually  
beneficial relationships to design, execute, and assess projects that  
benefit multiple stakeholders. Customize your path by selecting  
courses with publicly engaged components relevant to your practice 
and collaborating with faculty and Artists at Work to design an  
internship that prepares you for your next steps. Your capstone project 
will pair you with a community partner to hone the vital skills of  
documenting and presenting your research, interactions, and results.

Effective writing is a superpower for artists and designers. Not only 
does it allow them to more clearly share artistic statements, but  
written communication also has the power to expand and deepen the 
quality of work created in any medium. By pursuing a Writing minor, 
you’ll open yourself up to new ways to explore creative and expository 
techniques. You’ll additionally find that the practice of reading opens 
up inspiration for your own writing. In your final Writing Workshop 
capstone, you will complete a peer-edited personal writing project—
novel, graphic novel, screenplay, poetry compilation, memoir, or  
essay—with the goal of publication. The Writing minor is sponsored 
through a generous donation from the Liliane Willens Endowed Academic 
Support Fund.

Public  
Engagement

Writing Im
a
g
e
:
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FAQ
Can I double major?
Within your chosen major, you’ll be able to 
move seamlessly through different spaces,  
materials, and techniques while easily  
collaborating with others available at the  
College. Our interdisciplinary environment  
is designed to ensure you can gain the  
knowledge and skills of several disciplines 
without needing to take on the extra work  
of an additional major.

What if I have interests outside of art?
We offer classes like botany, creative writing, 
business, film, and the history of protest  
music, in addition to our interesting and  
complementary minors. Looking for more  
opportunities? Our Registrar and Artists at 
Work team will work with you 1:1 to identify 
your interests and help find tailored  
opportunities for your continued growth.

What are the faculty like?
Our faculty are masters in their fields who are  
dedicated and focused on the success of their 
students. Many are practicing artists, working 
within their fields when they aren’t in the 
classroom. 



What if I didn’t take art classes in  
high school?
First-year students go through our  
Foundation program, which includes two  
semesters of visual fundamentals to support  
a variety of technical skills. The aim of this 
first year is to teach you correct techniques 
and core visual languages while giving you an 
opportunity to explore a variety of mediums. 
No matter your background, previous artwork 
experience, or how you learned to create,  
your first year at the College will give you the 
tools and resources you need to help your 
practice evolve and grow.

Maine College of Art & Design is accredited by the New England Commission of Higher Education  

(NECHE) and the National Association of Schools of Art and Design (NASAD). The College’s  

accreditation status with both agencies was renewed in 2016. meca&d also belongs to the Association  

of Independent Colleges of Art and Design (AICAD), a non-profit consortium of 38 leading art  

schools in the United States and Canada and six international affiliates.

Learn more
meca.edu

admissions@meca.edu

@mecaart

522 Congress St. 

Portland, ME 04101
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